
Production Cloud Solutions 
from Xerox
A New Way to Think About Workflow 



Safe and Secure
The cloud is a secure, Web-based computing environment. Your business communications, 
transaction data and records are protected with the most current authentication, 
authorization and encryption methods—the same methods used to secure trillions of 
dollars of global e-commerce every year.
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Production Cloud Solutions from Xerox
Subscribe, log on and go.

Cloudy on the Cloud? It’s simple. The cloud is a set of applications or tools, and 
the data associated with them. They are stored and accessed over the Internet 
rather than on local servers. The cloud eliminates installing, maintaining and 
upgrading workflow software and hardware. We do it for you.

The cloud offers a choice for how you prefer to have workflow solutions delivered. No matter 
the size of your business, the cloud brings new workflow opportunities within reach, so you  
can expand capabilities, boost productivity and reduce costs.

The cloud makes IT—including software and solutions—a service that you can outsource to 
Xerox. You don’t buy, own, maintain or upgrade your solution. Simply subscribe to the service, 
log on and go. Leave the infrastructure, platforms, software and the IT experts needed to  
make it work to us. 

Why buy, when you can fly?
With Production Cloud Solutions from Xerox, you don’t need to buy, own, maintain or upgrade 
IT infrastructure. The experts do it for you. We keep you up to date with the most current  
server technology, platform tools and software releases. It’s a shift of responsibility and 
resources that gives you more time to focus on your business.

SaaS: Software as a Service  
is a software distribution 
model in which applications 
are hosted by a vendor or 
service provider and made 
available to customers over  
a network, typically the 
Internet, and is often  
charged as a subscription  
or transactional model.

On-premise
Cloud

MoreLess

Shift in IT Responsibility and Resources
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It’s a sky-high opportunity for any size business.
No matter the size of your business, Production Cloud Solutions from Xerox offer an 
opportunity to improve workflow, along with additional bottom-line benefits to help 
you work better. 

•	 Lower startup costs and nothing to buy or maintain

•	 Access to more applications, so you can explore new solutions

•	 Focus on innovation and value creation instead of IT

•	 Applications are available in days, rather than weeks

•	 Shift IT costs from capital expense to operating expense

•	 Leverage Xerox technical expertise

Here to Stay
According to InfoTrends, the 
cloud computing market 
is growing at a compound 
annual growth rate of 22.8% 
from 2014 to 2018—and will 
reach $127.5 billion by 2018.

Small Shop

Solutions that seemed out of 
reach due to up-front costs or 
complexity are now within your 
reach with minimal risk. 

Enterprise

Easy global rollout and 
implementation, better distance 
collaboration and less time 
spent chasing new releases  
or upgrades.

Mid-Sized Printer

Gain workflow flexibility and 
increased capacity without 
a major IT investment or 
infrastructure overhaul. 
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Production Cloud Solutions 
from Xerox

Xerox® FreeFlow® Core
FreeFlow Core now has two 
configurations: FreeFlow 
Core, the existing on-premise 
solutions, and the new 
FreeFlow Core Cloud. 

FreeFlow Digital Publisher
FreeFlow Digital Publisher 
is now available in three 
configurations: FreeFlow 
Digital Publisher on-premise, 
Digital Publisher Cloud and 
Digital Publisher ePublishing.

Automated Color 
Management
Manage key printer color 
attributes across devices and 
across locations with this 
cloud-enabled solution.

XMPie® StoreFlow™
XMPie StoreFlow is now 
available in two configurations: 
XMPie StoreFlow on-premise 
and the new XMPie  
StoreFlow Cloud.

Cloud solutions from Xerox span your entire print manufacturing process—
automation, ePublishing, color management and Web-to-print storefronts.  
No matter your business challenges, Xerox® Production Cloud Solutions have  
you covered, and all with added flexibility. The typical Xerox® cloud subscription  
is one year, so your business is not tied to a solution. With the cloud, you have 
more long term flexibility to meet your changing business opportunities.

Subscribe, log on and let your work flow.

For more information on Production Cloud Solutions from Xerox,  
visit www.xerox.com/cloud

Notes: Solution features and capabilities 
do vary by configuration. Reference 
solution specific information for details. 
The IntegratedPLUS Automated Color 
Management solution utilizes cloud 
technology; however, there are not 
separate, on-premise and cloud product 
configurations.


